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ABSTRACT. The market, as the economic foundation of capitalism, is often recognized as the basis of inequality.
In fact the free market model implicitly posits complete equality of opportunity for the agents participating in it. In
order to minimize inequalities due to externalities, the government interferes in the market because the market is
incapable of solving this problem on its own. The theory of public choice explains why the visible hand of the state is
incapable of accomplishing reduction of market inequality. Economic policies in support of market equality are
therefore based on libertarianism. Optimal economic policies should therefore combine elements of libertarianism
and liberalism, provided that the former dominates. © 2007 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The cornerstone of social policy is to achieve equality, or at least to approximate it. However, there is no
widely accepted definition of equality. Several aspects
of equality are distinguished: equality before God, equality of opportunity, and equality of outcome [1, Ch. 5].
The term “inequality,” which reflects a widespread public perception of the actual state of affairs in regard to
equality, is more often used. Socially, inequality is taken
to mean conditions in which people do not have the
same access to public goods, money, prestige, and power.
The term “equal” does not mean “the same,” aside
from some exceptional cases.
Absolute equality is fundamentally impossible because people differ from each other in their physical characteristics, opportunities, and mental capabilities, that is,
by nature [2, Ch. 3]. At the same time, as individuals they
are equal before God, in that each is his own master insofar as he does not infringe upon the analogous rights of
others [1: 129-131]. Posing the question this way leads to
a definition of equality of opportunity [1: 131-134] in which
no one has the right to arbitrarily prevent others from
using their opportunities to achieve their goals. And these
opportunities should be determined exclusively by their
capabilities, regardless of origin, nationality, race, religion,

gender, and so forth. In practice, equality before God and
equality of opportunity are protected by policies that
defend the principle of equality before the law [1, p.132],
when each member of society has access to participation
in democratic institutions, which makes a social world
possible [2, Ch. 3].
At the theoretical level, contemporary economists
understand equality as equality of opportunity [3: 179],
in spite of the fact that for ordinary people equality is
primarily about equality of income and property. So it
should not be surprising that for the typical citizen reform entails redistribution of wealth and income [2, Ch.
16]. The danger is that such reforms and their associated rhetoric can ultimately destroy the economy. Measures to promote equality are typically followed by some
people squandering their share, while others get rich, so
that the problem of restoring equality returns to the
agenda. People with an improvident attitude toward their
property in such circumstances have no incentive to
change their behavior, and those who are frugal and
industrious will not want to preserve these qualities [2,
Ch. 16]. International experience shows that, in the end
there is no way, not even terror, to establish equality of
results in society. This has created an atmosphere of
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hopelessness, a belief that life is unfair, that it is not in
the government’s power to correct inequality, and that
there will always be inequality.
The market, as the economic foundation of capitalism, is often recognized as the basis of inequality among
people [1: 146-148]. Not only were Karl Marx and his
(conscious and unconscious) successors (communists)
convinced of this, it is a verity of the contemporary
Western economic worldview.
We therefore need to analyze whether the market
mechanism really is antithetical to the idea of equality,
or just to the principle of equality of outcome.

Free-Market Model
Generally there are two types of markets in economic theory: free and real. The free-market model is
only an abstraction.
The basic elements of a free market are:
1. Unimpeded access to and departure from the
market for buyers and sellers, which is equivalent to
having an unlimited number of participants in competition;
2. Mobility of all types of resources (labor, material,
financial);
3. Perfect market information (on supply and demand, prices, etc.) for each competitor;
4. Uniformity of similar products (no trademarks or
variance in quality of goods);
5. Inability of any competitor to influence the decisions made by other market participants.
The basic principle in this system is laissez faire
(“let it be”), as a result of which the efficiency of interrelations among businesses and consumers, and the
dynamics of private and public interests, are governed,
in Adam Smith’s terminology, by the “invisible hand.”
These criteria allow us to analyze the equality of market
agents and whether they interact with each other on
equal terms.
According to the first criterion, all buyers and sellers are equal in access to the market and departure from
it, since each of them can do so unimpeded. Consequently, in free-market conditions, all buyers and sellers
are equal from the point of view of being in the market.
Mobility of all types of resources equalizes freemarket agents from the point of view of market-dictated
change in their type of business.
Perfect market information for each competitor is no
less important from the point of view of their equality,
since this precludes the possibility of erroneous actions
on their part due to incomplete information.
Uniformity of products of the same kind puts all
businessmen on equal footing in selling their own products, and all consumers on an equal footing in making
purchases.
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Because none of the competitors can impose their
terms on other market agents, they have equality from
the point of view of making decisions.
Thus, the free market model implicitly posits complete equality of opportunity for the agents participating in it. That is, in free-market conditions, market
equality means equality of opportunity for each agent
from the point of view of being in the market, changing
his type of business, access to information, production
and purchase of products of the same kind, and decision making. In short, we can say that a free market is a
system of equality of opportunity. Market equality will
naturally be realized in practice in conditions of market
equilibrium, when all of the opportunities that this equality offers are used to the fullest extent. Since such a free
market is a theoretical construct, market equality in freemarket conditions is also an ideal state, to which market
regulation should aspire.

Perfect “Visible Hand” and
Pseudoreal-Market Model
A “pseudoreal market,” with the “visible hand” of
the state operating ideally, should be distinguished from
real markets. In spite of the attractiveness of the freemarket model, it is not capable of solving some very
important problems, a circumstance known as market
failure. The two primary market failures are externalities
and public goods (as well as significant quasi-public
goods).
In order to minimize inequalities due to externalities,
the government interferes in the market because the
market is incapable of solving this problem on its own.
In this situation, the government may use two methods:
administrative regulation or internalization of the externality. According to the first method, a special government agency can either completely prohibit a certain
negative effect, or set an upper limit on it. The second
method uses economic incentives to impose private
costs on the creators of externalities. Internalization of
negative externalities can take the form of special perunit taxes, or Pigou taxes. Such taxes give the producers
of negative externalities incentives to reduce them. As
for internalization of positive externalities, the government can put subsidy mechanisms in place for this purpose, which provide an incentive for producers not to
curtail them. By using these methods to reduce inequalities due to externalities, the government can make the
inequalities less severe, although it cannot achieve full
equality.
A free market is not capable of producing public
goods, since the marginal costs associated with additional consumption of these goods are zero. Public goods
can therefore be used without any incurring cost in doing so. Since the private sector has no direct interest in
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producing them, this has to be done by the public sector. Consequently, public goods are carriers of positive
externalities, which contribute to inequality. Noncompetitive or nonexclusive goods (e.g., streets and highways,
police and fire departments, libraries and museums) are
known as quasi-public. They can be produced by the
private sector, but in insufficient quantities due to the
positive externalities. This forces the public sector to
join in the production of quasi-public goods.
Equality is the government’s basic principle in the
production of public goods: These goods should be
equally accessible to all members of society.
In addition to these two basic problems, the government is obliged to promote free competition by eliminating barriers to market entry, in order to promote the
free dissemination of market information and unobstructed flow of capital. The government has particularly important functions here, such as creating a legal
framework and social atmosphere to support the functioning of the market system and stabilize the economy
(primarily by achieving low levels of inflation and high
levels of employment). The government also regulates
international economic relations, prevents potential conflicts between economic agents within the country, directly manages the economy in emergency situations,
and devises long-term development programs. Consequently, in the conditions of a real market, Adam Smith’s
“invisible hand” is replaced by the “visible hand” of the
state.
Externalities, inadequate supplies of public goods,
and restrictions on flows of information and capital by
monopoly entities prevent markets from ensuring equality of opportunity for its participants. Market equality is
thereby disturbed. In this case, the state should minimize deviations from free-market principles and maximize
market equality. Since in reality the visible hand of the
state itself often impedes market equality, policies devoted to achieving market equality are the same kind of
theoretical construct (and just as necessary) as the freemarket model. To differentiate the market model described
above from the real market, we will call the former a
model of a pseudoreal market [4: 67-69], in which the
visible hand of the state is not only called upon to minimize market inequality, but actually does so.

“Public Choice” Theory and
Real-Market Model
The best tool for analyzing the capability and efficiency of the visible hand of the state is public-choice
theory [5], which explains how a pseudoreal market differs from the real one. The underlying principle of public-choice theory is that people act the same in their role
as public figures as they do as individuals. The visible
hand of the state is seen as the visible action of high
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci. Vol. 175, No1, 2007
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government and political officeholders. If the actions of
this visible hand do not minimize inequality, then this is
due to the people who took up the burden of performing the function of the visible hand of the state and in
so doing have disgraced it.
Public-choice theory argues that public officeholders are also motivated primarily by considerations of
personal gain. This implies political rent seeking which
means seeking and protecting economic rent (payments
for a share of some production factor exceeding its opportunity cost). Subsidies are the most graphic example
of political rent. Subsidies allow someone holding public office to obtain support in elections from voters who
are the recipients of these subsidies and thus to receive
political rent. This despite the fact that these subsidies
are intended to internalize positive externalities, which
should signal their creators not to curtail these externalities. Political officeholders’ restrictions on competition by imposing taxes, as well as systems of bans, quotas, and licensing on imports, are also striking examples
of political rent seeking. These policies distort market
prices and create political rents, thereby disturbing market equality. The most objectionable example of disturbance of market equality is economic discrimination [6],
which is manifested in the fact that individuals of different race, nationality, gender, or age have different opportunities to get jobs, be promoted, receive adequate
pay and raises, get an education, and so forth.
In order to seek political rents, when public officeholders introduce policies on the basis of such prejudices, they are legitimizing discrimination. The recipient
of political rents, for example, in a racist government, is
the favored segment of the population.
Among the ways of obtaining political rents, lobbying (when, based on propaganda for a certain policy,
people in power put into practice measures that favor
the interests of their backers and/or voters), and logrolling (when legislators trade votes in order to reach particular outcomes) merit particular attention. Consequently, realization of the government’s official goals
leads to both predicted and unforeseen consequences.
The theory of public choice explains why the visible hand of the state is incapable, in many cases, of
accomplishing its basic purpose: reduction of market
inequality.
In conditions of the real market, market mechanisms
are key to overcoming market inequality. Market equality can be established only on the basis of market democracy. So the key function of the visible hand should
be to weaken as much as possible the forces obstructing the free market, via the establishment of democratic
institutions. This is a rather difficult task, involving not
only economic problems but also national, historical,
cultural, and social issues.
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Conclusion: Economic Policy for
Market Equality
Economic policy is very important for achieving
market equality. Economic policy is based on particular
schools of political philosophy, among which we can
distinguish utilitarianism, liberalism, and libertarianism.
All three schools rule out the principle of income equality, although according to the first two economic policy
should aim to bring incomes to an optimal level.
As a political philosophy, utilitarianism stems from the
principle that the state should try to maximize total social
utility, where utility is understood as a person’s level of
happiness or satisfaction, and is expressed in units of welfare. The assumption of diminishing marginal utility means
that taking one dollar away from a rich person reduces his
utility by less than giving it to a poor person raises the
latter’s utility. Consequently, such income redistribution can
raise total social utility. The greatest difficulty in this scheme
lies in finding the optimal limit of redistribution, beyond
which a person loses the incentive to create wealth, causing the whole society to suffer.
According to the underlying principle of liberalism,
the state should pursue a policy of fairness. But since
defining fair distribution is impossible, the practical
implementation of a liberal economic policy generally
reflects an emphasis on maximizing the welfare of the
poorest members of society (the minimax criterion). By
contrast, utilitarian economic policies seek to maximize
the average utility of members of society.
Libertarianism as a political philosophy is based on
the principle that the state’s primary duty is to punish
criminals and assist in the implementation of voluntary
agreements, but not to redistribute income. The goal of
a libertarian economic policy is to protect human rights
and provide equality of opportunity. Economic policies
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in support of market equality are therefore based on
libertarianism.
The advantages of libertarian economic policies are
apparent in the case of discrimination. A libertarian economic policy argues that the best way to overcome discrimination is through a competitive market, because in
this case, in order to make more profit businesses will hire
those who will work most cheaply. This will ultimately
raise their pay, thereby eliminating the discrimination.
One may ask, does a libertarian economic policy
rule out social protection of the population? It is true
that in conditions of a competitive market the poor have
far more limited opportunities than the rich. At the same
time, free competition in no way precludes the realization of social and cultural goals, either in the form of
private charitable activities or via special government
assistance. The main thing here is for the government
to focus on equality of opportunity rather than on income redistribution, while at the same time providing
the public good of social stability.
Optimal economic policies should therefore combine
elements of libertarianism and liberalism, provided that
the former dominates. Libertarian economic policies will
help reforms move toward the ideal of market equality,
while liberal economic policies supplementing them will
allow society to avoid social tension and possible social explosions.
Only in such circumstances can members of the
middle class have the opportunity, through maximum
application of their intellectual and physical capabilities,
to gradually make a decent life for themselves. To do
this, the government needs to intensify its fight against
corruption, legalize shadow businesses, and accelerate
the creation of democratic institutions. This will gradually move society closer to the ideal of market equality –
equality of opportunity.
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ekonomika

gamoricxavs ki bazari Tanasworobas?
vladimer papava
akademiis wevri, strategiisa da saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa kvlevis saqarTvelos fondi

adamianebs Soris Tanasworobis ramdenime aspeqts ganarCeven: Tanasworoba RmerTis winaSe,
SesaZleblobaTa Tanasworoba da Sedegebis Tanasworoba.
SesaZleblobaTa Tanasworobis Tanaxmad, adamians ara aqvs ufleba sxvas SeuSalos xeli sasurveli
miznebis misaRwevad sakuTar SesaZleblobaTa gamoyenebaSi. Tanasworobis idea Tanamedrove
ekonomistebis mier sakiTxis Teoriuli Seswavlis dros, rogorc wesi, SesaZleblobaTa
Tanasworobamde daiyvaneba. miuxedavad amisa, rigiTi adamianebisaTvis Tanasworoba, uwinares yovlisa,
Semosavlebisa da sakuTrebis Tanasworobaa.
praqtikulad aRiarebulia, rom adamianebs Soris uTanasworoba bazridan, rogorc kapitalisturi sistemis ekonomikuri safuZvlidan, gamomdinareobs. am debulebis utyuarobaSi ara marto
karl marqsi da misi (Segnebuli, Tu Seugnebeli) mimdevrebi _ komunistebi iyvnen darwmunebulni,
aramed es debuleba, SeiZleba iTqvas, Tanamedrove dasavluri ekonomikuri msoflmxedvelobis
mierac WeSmaritebis rangSi aris ayvanili.
Tavisufali bazari masSi monawile agentebis SesaZleblobaTa sruli Tanasworobis modelia,
anu sabazro Tanasworoba Tavisufali bazris pirobebSi misi yoveli agentis bazarze yofnis,
biznesis saxeobis Secvlis, sruli sabazro informaciis xelmisawvdomobis, erTi da imave saxeobis
produqciis warmoebisa da SeZenis, da gadawyvetilebaTa miRebis Tanaswor SesaZleblobebs niSnavs.
mokled SeiZleba iTqvas, rom Tavisufali bazari SesaZleblobaTa Tanasworobis sistemaa.
saxelmwifos “xiluli xelis” agregirebuli funqcia Tavisufali bazris principebidan gadaxvevis
maqsimaluri Semcirebaa, riTac sabazro Tanasworoba maqsimalurad unda iqnes uzrunvelyofili.
es ukanaskneli problema, Tavis mxriv, ar gamoricxavs, rom sinamdvileSi saxelmwifos “xiluli
xeli” Tavad iyos mankieri, Tavad aferxebdes sabazro Tanasworobis damkvidrebas.
fsevdorealuri bazris modelSi miRebulia daSveba, rom saxelmwifos “xiluli xeli” ara
marto mowodebulia, aramed sinamdvileSi atarebs qmediT zomebs sabazro uTanasworobis
minimizaciisaTvis.
saxelmwifos “xiluli xelis” qmediTunarianobisa da efeqtianobis analizis saukeTeso
saSualebas “sazogadoebrivi arCevanis” Teoria iZleva, romlis safuZvelzec gasagebi xdeba is
ZiriTadi mizezi, romlis gamoc fsevdorealuri bazari realurisagan gansxvavdeba.
realuri bazris pirobebSi sabazro uTanasworobis daZlevis erTaderTi gza Tavad sabazro
meqanizmSi Zevs; sabazro Tanasworobis damyareba mxolod sabazro demokratiis gziTaa SesaZlebeli;
aqedan gamomdinare, saxelmwifos “xiluli xelis” ganmsazRvreli funqcia saxelmwifoSi
demokratiuli institutebis damkvidrebis gziT Tavisufali bazris Semaferxebeli yvela Zalis
maqsimaluri Sesusteba unda iyos, rac, Tavis mxriv, Zalzed rTuli amocanaa, radganac igi ara
marto ekonomikur problemebTan, aramed im erovnul, istoriul, kulturul, socialur
faseulobebTanac aris dakavSirebuli, riTac esa Tu is qveyana cxovrobs.
sabazro Tanasworobis misaRwevad didi mniSvneloba eniWeba imas, Tu rogori ekonomikuri
politika iqneba arCeuli da cxovrebaSi gatarebuli saxelmwifos “xiluli xelis” mier. Tavis
mxriv, ekonomikuri politika emyareba politikuri filosofiis ama Tu im mimarTulebas, romelTa
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Soris utilitarizms, liberalizmsa da libertarianizms ganarCeven. sayuradReboa, rom sabazro
Tanasworobis ekonomikuri politika swored libertarianizms efuZneba. imisaTvis, rom mosaxleoba
win ar aRudges ekonomikur reformebs, aucilebelia iseTi ekonomikuri politikis gatareba,
romelic daefuZneba libertarianizmisa da liberalizmis garkveul sinTezs pirvelis primatis
pirobebSi.
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